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Abstract: Large eddy simulation (LES) of the neutrally
stratified turbulent Ekman layer is performed. In particular,
we compare three LES models with direct numerical simu-
lation (DNS), which was validated against existing DNS.
The models considered are a standard nondynamic LES
model, the Smagorinsky model (SM), a standard dynamic
LES model, the stabilized dynamic Smagorinsky model
(DSM), and a new linear dynamic model (LDM), which
was derived from a realizable stochastic turbulence
model. The following conclusions are obtained. The SM
does not represent an appropriate model for the flow con-
sidered. Mean velocity and turbulence intensities are poorly
predicted. With respect to instantaneous fields, the SM
provides a tilting of turbulence structures in the opposite
direction as seen in DNS. The stabilized DSM also suffers
from significant shortcomings. First, its behavior depends
on the wall distance. Close to the wall, it produces accep-
table turbulence structures. Away from the wall, it suffers
from the same shortcomings as the SM. Second, it incor-
rectly describes the effect of grid coarsening. The new LDM
is free from the disadvantages of the SM and stabilized
DSM. Its predictions of both mean and instantaneous velo-
city fields agree very well with DNS. The relevant conclu-
sion is the following. The use of a dynamic LES method
represents a mean for correctly simulating large-scale struc-
tures (means and stresses), but it does not ensure a correct
simultaneous simulation of small-scale structures. Our
results indicate that a dynamic method designed in con-
sistency with a realizable stress model can correctly simu-
late both large-scale and small-scale structures.
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1 Introduction

The wide spectrum of multiscale motions involved in
turbulent flows can be fully resolved by using direct
numerical simulation (DNS). However, in practice DNS
is only applicable to low Reynolds number flows, this
means flows exhibiting a relatively small spectrum of
scales, because the computational cost of DNS are way
too high to perform high Reynolds number turbulent flow
simulations. The use of Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations (RANS) represents a computationally cheap
alternative to DNS, but RANS cannot resolve any of the
multiscale turbulent motions. Therefore, the use of large
eddy simulation (LES) represents the most promising way
to simulate multiscale turbulent flows, this means flows
at moderate Reynolds numbers [1–8].

However, many relevant turbulent flow simulations
involve the need to account for walls. Walls change sig-
nificantly the structure of turbulent flows, in particular
via damping effects on the turbulence. LES of wall
bounded flows significantly suffer from the problem to
reflect such wall damping effects. The explicit modeling
of wall damping effects via damping functions is the
concern of research over many decades [7]. The use of
dynamic LES methods that are capable of using optimal
local and instantaneous model parameters represents a
very promising approach [9–13], but the existence of a
large variety of such dynamic LES methods also reveals
questions related to the use of such methods. The need to
account for additional effects like rotation can add a lot
of complexity to these problems.

Given the variety of dynamic and nondynamic LES
methods that are currently in use, it is a valid goal to
develop methods that are based on sound physics.
Such LES methods can be obtained on the basis of
stochastic analysis of turbulence [2–5, 14–16]. In con-
trast to many other methods, LES based on stochastic
analysis honors the realizability principle (see
Section 2.4), which was found to be a fruitful concept
for the design of turbulence models. Nevertheless, only
a preliminary analysis of basic features of such realiz-
able dynamic LES models was presented so far on the
basis of channel flow simulations at one relatively low
Reynolds number [16].
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The goal of this paper is to analyze the performance
of the recently suggested new realizable dynamic LES
model [15, 16] with respect to a turbulent flow affected
by rotation. In particular, we consider the Ekman layer,
which is often considered as a simple model of the atmo-
spheric boundary layer (ABL) [17–25]. This flow is signifi-
cantly more complex than a simple channel flow, the
only flow considered so far. The involvement of rotation
implies a very different and varying structure of turbulent
stresses than seen in channel flows. It may be expected
that wall damping function concepts used to correct the
turbulent shear stress in channel flows are inapplicable
to flows that are significantly affected by rotation. The
question is how dynamic LES methods, which do not
include explicit wall damping functions, are capable of
dealing with this problem.

More specifically, we consider the neutrally stratified
Ekman layer at one relatively low Reynolds number.
Recent analysis of realizable dynamic LES models
showed that the consideration of instantaneous velocity
fields represents a very fruitful tool to get a much better
insight into the nature and differences of dynamic and
nondynamic LES methods [16]. To enable such analysis of
instantaneous turbulence structures we had to perform
DNS for comparisons, and such DNS was only affordable
at a relatively low Reynolds number. To show the differ-
ences between the realizable dynamic LES model consid-
ered and conventional LES methods we used two
standard LES methods for comparisons: a nondynamic
LES model that applies a damping function, and the
stabilized dynamic Smagorinsky model (DSM).

The paper is organized in the following way. Section 2
introduces the LES methods considered. The computa-
tional methods applied to solve these equations are pre-
sented in Section 3. The basic problem related to the use of
dynamic LES methods is the development of methods that
are computationally stable. To address related questions,
we analyze stability features of the models considered in
Section 4. The model performance with respect to turbu-
lence simulations will be analyzed in Section 5. Section 6
deals with conclusions of this analysis.

2 Modeling approaches

The LES modeling approaches applied below are based
on the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations for fil-
tered velocities ~ui i= 1, 3ð Þ,

∂~ui
∂xi

=0, (1)

~D~ui
~Dt

= −
1
ρ
∂P
∂xi

+ 2ν
∂~Sij
∂xj

−
∂τdij
∂xj

− 2ε3jiΩj~ui. (2)

Here, ~D=~Dt = ∂=∂t + ~uk∂=∂xk denotes the filtered
Lagrangian time derivative, ρ is the constant mass den-
sity, P = ~p+ 2k=3 is the modified filtered pressure that
includes a contribution due to the subgrid-scale (SGS)
kinetic energy k = τii=2. ~Sij = ∂~ui=∂xj + ∂~uj=∂xi

� �
=2 is the

filtered rate-of-strain tensor, ν is the constant kinematic
viscosity and τdij refers to the deviatoric part of SGS stress
tensor τij. The summation convention is used for
repeated indices. The last term on the right-hand side
of eq. (2) reflects the Coriolis force effect. The wall nor-
mal direction is x3 (z), the corresponding velocity compo-
nent is u3 (w). Ωj refers to the rotation vector. The
permutation symbol εijk is + 1 for cyclic values of εijk,
−1 for anticyclic values, and 0 if an index is repeated.
The numerical grid with a filter width Δ= Δ1Δ2Δ3ð Þ1=3 is
used as LES filter.

Equation (2) is unclosed as long as the deviatoric SGS
stress tensor τdij is not defined. We will apply the usual
eddy-viscosity model for τdij,

τdij = − 2νt~Sij = − 2CSΔ2 ~S
�� ��~Sij. (3)

The SGS viscosity νt is defined via the last expression.
Here, ~S

�� ��= 2~Sij~Sji
� �1=2

refers to the characteristic rate-of-
strain rate, and CS is a model parameter. The three LES
models described in the following subsections differ by
their different ways to define the model parameter CS.

2.1 The Smagorinsky model (SM)

The Smagorinsky model (SM) is often applied in LES
because of its simplicity and computational stability.
The SM applies a constant positive value for the model
coefficient CS. For example, Lilly [26] suggested the value
of CS=0.17

2. However, there are two main problems asso-
ciated with the use of a constant CS. First, a constant CS
turned out to be inappropriate to accurately calculate, for
example, laminar flows, transitional flows and near-wall
regions. Second, the resulting model cannot account for
backscatter of energy from the small scales to large
scales, which requires negative CS values.

According to observations made on the basis of
DNS, a minimum requirement for the proper simulation
of a wall-bounded turbulent flow as considered here is
to reflect the need to decrease the value of CS with
decreasing distance from the wall. To do so, we use
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the CS damping model of De Villiers [27], which follows
suggestions made by Mason and Thomson [28, 29],

CS = min C0, κz 1− e− z + =A+
h i

=Δ
� �h i2

. (4)

Here, z + = zu*=ν (see Section 3.1), C0=0.17, κ=0.42, and
A+ = 26. The combination of the SGS model (3) with eq.
(4) for CS will be referred to below as SM.

2.2 The dynamic Smagorinsky model (DSM)

Compared to the application of the SM, a dynamic
method for calculating CS offers many advantages. Such
models are well applicable to laminar flows, transitional
flows and wall-bounded flows such that the relevant
backscatter of energy can be accounted for. The model
considered here is the dynamic model suggested by
Germano [9, 10] combined with Lilly’s modification [12],
which forms the basis for many dynamic LES models,

CS = −
LdijHij

HmnHmn
. (5)

Here, Hij and the Leonard stress tensor Lij, which enters
eq. (5) via its deviatoric part Ldij, are given by

Hij = 2 ΔT� �2 �~S��� ����~Sij − 2 Δð Þ2 ~S�� ��~Sij, Lij = ~ui~uj − �~ui�~uj. (6)

Here, the overbar refers to the test filter operation, and ΔT

is the test filter width. It is worth noting that both Hij and
Lij are available in simulations. The combination of the
SGS model (3) with eq. (5) for CS will be referred to below
as original DSM.

Unfortunately, the original DSM usually cannot be
applied in simulations. It leads to the appearance of
large negative values of CS, which imply computational
instabilities. To stabilize the DSM, we will apply eq. (5)
averaged along cell faces,

CS = −
LdijHij

D E
HmnHmnh i , (7)

where . . .h i refers to a local averaging over cell faces.
The latter means that face values of dynamic coefficients
were obtained by interpolation of cell values. Face-aver-
aged dynamic coefficient values were calculated then as
average of face values multiplied with their relative
weight, which is the ratio of the face area considered
to the total face area. Hence, the averaging applied is
different from the averaging of adjacent cell values. In
addition, the total viscosity ν + νt is clipped to zero
whenever it is negative. The combination of the SGS

model (3) with eq. (7) for CS will be referred to below
as stabilized DSM.

2.3 The realizable linear dynamic model
(LDM)

As an alternative to the SM and stabilized DSM, we also
consider another dynamic LES model [15, 16],

CS = −
LdijMji

MklMlk
. (8)

Here, Ldij is defined according to expressions (6), and the
matrix Mij is given by the expression

Mij = 2 ΔT� �2 �~S��� ����~Sij. (9)

The combination of the SGS model (3) with eq. (8) for CS
will be referred to below as realizable linear dynamic
model (LDM). Comments about this model, which will
be used here without any averaging or clipping of the
dynamic coefficient, will be made in the following
section.

2.4 Realizable versus nonrealizable dynamic
models

The essential difference between eq. (8) and the two DSM
models (5) and (7) is that they are based on different
assumptions for the deviatoric Leonard stress Ldij. Both
DSM models assume Ldij = −CSHij, whereas the LDM
applies Ldij = −CSMij. The expressions for CS are implied
by the corresponding Ldij assumptions [15, 16]: by defining
a quadratic error of Ldij assumptions (which is implied by
any setting of CS) and minimizing this error, one obtains
eqs (8) and (5).

Recent analyses of channel flow data [16] demon-
strated that the Ldij model assumption used by the LDM
represents a much more appropriate concept than the
corresponding model assumptions used by the two DSM
models. This difference is caused by the fact that the DSM
model assumption is a purely empirical concept, whereas
the LDM model assumption is derived from a stochastic
turbulence model that honors the realizability require-
ment [15, 16]. The realizability requirement enunciates
the rudimentary expectation that an acceptable turbu-
lence closure model be based on the statistics of a velo-
city field that is physically achievable or realizable. It is
recognized as an important guiding principle for turbu-
lence modeling [1, 7, 30–33]. It is worth noting that the
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LDM stress model derived from a stochastic turbulence
model does not only satisfy the realizability requirement
in the sense that it is implied by a realizable stochastic
turbulence model. It also satisfies the realizability
requirement in the Schumann sense [32], which means
the LDM provides a SGS stress that is positive semi-defi-
nite. The latter fact was shown by the simulations
reported below on several (A1, A2, A3, and other) grids
by asking whether Schumann’s realizability conditions
τii ≥0, τij

�� �� ≤ τiiτjj
� �1=2

, and det τij
� �

≥0 are satisfied. This
was done by approximating the turbulent kinetic energy
k by an local equilibrium expression [15]. It was found
that the realizability conditions were only violated in less
than 0.5% of grid points. Such minor violations can be
attributed to the k approximation applied.

3 Computational methods

The computational methods applied will be described
next. This will be done with respect to the simulation
setup, the numerical realization of DNS and LES, and the
validation of DNS in the following three subsections,
respectively. The validation of LES versus DNS will be
described in Sections 4 and 5.

3.1 Simulation setup

The equations considered can be made nondimensional
by using a characteristic velocity and length scale. With
respect to the Ekman layer we consider the geostrophic
wind velocity Ug and the Ekman layer depth
δE = 2ν=fð Þ1=2,where f refers to the Coriolis parameter. By
using these scaling variables we find the Ekman layer to
be characterized by the nondimensional Reynolds num-
ber Re=UgδE=ν. The Reynolds number determines the
Rossby number Ro=Ug= fδEð Þ by the relation Re= 2Ro.
Given the computational requirements for performing
DNS we considered a DNS at Re=400. For this Re, the
computational DNS cost are still affordable. At the same
time, the turbulence is sufficiently developed such that
turbulence models can be tested: see Coleman et al. [18],
Marlatt [20], and Shingai and Kawamura [22].

Table 1 compares the settings of our Re=400 Ekman
layer DNS with comparable DNS performed before. Here,
the nondimensional numbers Re1 and Ro1 are defined by
Re1 =UgLz=ν and Ro1 =Ug= fLzð Þ. The domain lengths in x,
y, and z directions are determined by Lx, Ly, and Lz,
respectively. These lengths are normalized by δ= u*=f ,

where u* = τw=ρð Þ1=2. The total shear stress at the wall is
given by

τw = μ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∂u
∂z

� 	2

+
∂v
∂z

� 	2
s ������

z =0

, (10)

where μ refers to the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. In
addition, Table 1 refers to the number of grid points Nx,
Ny, Nz in x, y, z directions, respectively, u+ = u=u*,
z + = zu*=ν, and x + = xu*=ν.

The settings reported in Table 1 show that our
Re= 400 DNS is very similar to the DNS of Shingai and
Kawamura [22], for which the DNS data are available for
comparisons [34]. The height of the domain is 2δ, a little
larger than that used by [22]. DNS of Ekman layer turbu-
lence at Re= 400 showed that the majority of the largest
turbulent structures are captured when Lx and Ly are
greater than 2δ (Coleman et al. [18], Waggy et al. [25]). In
additional simulations (not shown) it was proven that the
consideration of a larger horizontal domain using
Lx=δ= Ly=δ=4 did not affect the results reported here
[35]. The simulation used a mesh resolution of
192 × 192 × 192. The horizontal mesh is uniform, while the
vertical mesh is clustered near the lower boundary using a
hyperbolic tangent function. The first mesh point above
the lower boundary is at z+ = 0.747, there are approxi-
mately 14 points within the viscous sublayer (z+ ≤ 10),
and approximately 144 points are within the depth of the
turbulent boundary layer (z ≤ δ). The vertical mesh spa-
cing at the upper boundary is characterized by Δz+ = 9.59.
We have Δzmax=δE =0.37 and Δzmax=δ=0.03. The horizon-
tal resolution in wall units is Δx + =Δy + = 3.47. Given the
higher order of the discretization method and the larger
horizontal domain applied in [22], we conclude that the
mesh spacings of our DNS and the DNS of [22] are
comparable.

Table 1: DNS parameters: Our DNS compared with the DNS
of Shingai and Kawamura [22], Waggy et al. [25], and
Coleman et al. [18].

Here Ref. [] Ref. []. Ref. [].

Re    

Re , , , ,
Ro    

Ro    

Lx=δ= Ly=δ  .  

Nx =Ny    

Δx + =Δy + . . . .
Lz=δ  . . .
Nz    

Δz + .–. .–. .–. .–n/a
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3.2 Numerical realization of DNS and LES

The simulation were performed by using the OpenFOAM
CFD Toolbox [36], an unstructured finite-volume solver.
The PISO algorithm was used for the pressure-velocity
coupling in the Ekman layer simulations. The resulting
algebraic equation for all the flow variables except pres-
sure has been solved iteratively using a preconditioned
bi-conjugate gradient method with a diagonally incom-
plete LU preconditioning at each time step. The convec-
tion term in the momentum equation was discretized
using a second-order central difference scheme. The geos-
trophic wind is maintained through the adjustment of the
driving pressure gradient in the momentum equation by
the relation

2Ω × Ug, 0, 0
� �

= −
1
ρ
∇p. (11)

Here, Ω= fk=2 refers to the rotation vector, where the unit
vector in z direction is denoted by k. In the case of LES,
the Coriolis force and SGS viscosity are treated explicitly.
The Poisson equation for the pressure was solved using
an algebraic multi-grid (AMG) solver. When the scaled
residual became less than 10−7, the algebraic equation
was considered to be converged. Time marching was
performed using a second-order Crank–Nicolson scheme.
Periodic boundary conditions have been employed along
the streamwise and spanwise directions for all the flow
variables. The nonslip condition is used on the bottom
surface. At the top boundary, a slip-wall condition was
specified for velocity and zero gradient conditions for all
other variables.

For the DNS, the flow field was initialized by consid-
ering a laminar Ekman layer with superimposed random
perturbations. Random perturbations drawn from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a variance of
(Ug/20)

2 are used to simplify the transition to a turbulent
state. The time step was based on the value of the CFL
criterion, which was monitored during the simulation
and remained below the limit Δt ucj j=Δxcð Þmax ≤ 5 × 10

− 3:
uc refers to the cell streamline velocity and xc is the
distance between adjacent cell centers. A dimensional
time step of Δt=0.50 was found to produce satisfactory
results. This corresponds approximately to Δtf = 5 × 10− 5,
Δt + =Δtu2*=ν = 1.69 × 10

− 2 and ΔtUg=δ= 7 × 10− 4. The simu-
lation was run until the flow reached a statistically steady
state based on the spatially averaged flow fields. The
total simulation, terminated at 300,000 iterations,
required approximately 120 CPU hours with 512 proces-
sors on 2.6-GHz Intel Xeon E5-2670 8-core processors at
the NCAR-Wyoming Supercomputing Center. Ensemble

averaged flow field profiles were computed from tf= 32
to tf= 57 as temporal and horizontal averages.

LES at Re=400 were performed on three grids, A1, A2
and A3. The values of numerical parameters are listed in
Table 2. In the vertical direction, the first seven points are
within approximately z+ = 10. When starting a new simu-
lation, an initial condition was generated by the laminar
Ekman layer profile superimposed with perturbations
obtained from a Gaussian distribution. All simulations
were run for a time 2/f before averaging is started. Time
averaging was then performed for a time period of 4π=f .
The time averages were additionally averaged over the
homogeneous direction. The smallest time step that guar-
anteed stability was ΔtUg=δE =0.0072, or in term of the
Coriolis parameter Δtf = 3.6 × 10− 5.

3.3 Validation of DNS

A thorough analysis of the suitability of DNS results used
here for the validation of LES can be found elsewhere
[35]. Some relevant examples for the validation of our
DNS are shown in the following, in particular in compar-
ison to the DNS data of Shingai and Kawamura [22],
which are available.

The surface shear angle β is computed by averaging
the local shear angle,

β= tan− 1 ∂V=∂z
∂U=∂z

� 	
. (12)

The overbar refers here to a time averaged quantity that
has been spatially averaged over horizontal planes. The
averaged shear angle computed in our DNS was β= 28.9°,
which is considerably smaller than the laminar shear
angle of 45°. A comparison with surface shear angles
obtained in other DNS is provided in Table 3. It may be
seen that there is a very good agreement. In particular,
the deviation of our surface shear angle from β= 28.65
obtained by Shingai and Kawamura [22] is below 1%.

The mean velocity as function of z/δ and velocity
hodograph obtained from our DNS and the DNS of
Shingai and Kawamura [22] are shown in Figure 1. The
laminar profiles are also shown for a comparison. It may

Table 2: LES setup.

Case Nx Ny Nz Lx=δ Ly=δ Lz=δ Δx + Δy + Δz +

Al         .–.
A       . . .–.
A         .–.
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be seen that there is an excellent agreement between our
DNS and the DNS of Shingai and Kawamura [22].

Vertical turbulent stress profiles are presented in
Figure 2. In particular, averaged turbulent normal and
shear stresses obtained from our DNS are shown in (a)

and (b), respectively, in comparison to the DNS results of
Shingai and Kawamura [22]. Our DNS results agree very
well with the Reynolds stress results presented by [22]
with the exception of the u′v′ profile, which shows differ-
ences between the two DNS. It is of interest to note that
Marlatt also reported a discrepancy of the u′v′ profile
obtained in his DNS [20] and the DNS of Coleman et al.
[18] (a hump that is not seen in the results of Coleman
et al.). The reason for these differences is not fully clear
[20], it seems that the u′v′ profile is very sensitive to
minor grid and domain variations. Compared to the u′v′
profile of the DNS of Shingai and Kawamura [22], it turns
out that our u′v′ profile (showing a pronounced peak
structure for negative u′v′ values) agrees much better
with the structure of u′v′ profiles obtained by both

Table 3: DNS friction velocity and shear
angle comparison.

Case u*=Ug β(deg)

Here . .
[] . 

[] . .
[] . .
[] . .

Figure 1: The mean velocities and velocity hodograph are shown in (a) and (b). Lines: our DNS (solid line), laminar profile (dashed line), DNS
of Shingai and Kawamura [34] (dotted line).

Figure 2: Stress profiles, (a) Reynolds normal stresses: u′u′=u2* (solid line), v′v′=u2* (dotted line), w′w′=u2* (dashed line), (b) Reynolds shear
stresses:− u′v′=u2* (solid line), − u′w′=u2* (dotted line), − v′w′=u2* (dashed line). Our DNS: in black, Shingai and Kawamura DNS [34]: in blue.
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Marlatt [20] and Coleman et al. [18] Overall, given the very
good agreement of our DNS and the DNS of Shingai and
Kawamura [22] with respect to mean velocities and all the
other stress components, our conclusion is that both DNS
agree at least reasonably well.

4 Ekman layer simulations: model
stability features

Let us consider first the stability features of the original
DSM, stabilized DSM, and LDM before analyzing the
model performance with respect to turbulence simula-
tions in Section 5. In particular, we will compare the
tendency of models to develop computational instabil-
ities via the excessive generation of negative model para-
meter values (see the explanations in Section 4.3). This
will be done in the following subsections by considering
instantaneous model parameters, the PDF of model para-
meters, and the temporal correlation function of model
parameters, respectively.

4.1 Dynamic model parameter variations

Instantaneous local values of CS obtained by the original
DSM, stabilized DSM, and LDM are shown in Figure 3 at
x+ = 333, y+ = 333 in streamwise and spanwise directions
and z+ = 2.6 and z+ = 87.6, respectively, in vertical direc-
tion. The latter two vertical positions correspond to dis-
tances in the viscous layer very close to the wall and in
the region far away from the wall where the mean velo-
city begins to level off (see Figure 6), respectively.

The original DSM model parameter is obtained from
eq. (5) by post processing the results obtained by using the
stabilized DSM. Figure 3(b) shows that there are huge fluc-
tuations of CS. The mean value of CS near and away from
the wall is −0.0015 and 0.0164, respectively. The stabilized
DSM CS is the value calculated by expression (7). It may be
seen that the range of CS fluctuations is significantly smaller
than given by the original DSM. The mean of CS is −0.0014
near the wall and 0.0061 away from the wall, respectively.
The LDM CS is the value calculated by expression (8).
Compared to the original DSM and stabilized DSM, it may
be seen that the CS curve shows a much smaller range of
variations. The mean value of CS near and away from the
wall is 0.0000 and 0.0034, respectively.

The comparison of the three CS variations considered
shows that the LDM represents a much more effective
way of stabilizing the dynamic model parameter CS

compared to the stabilized DSM. The comparison of
Figure 3(b) and 3(f) indicates that the basic variation of
CS provided by the LDM is similar to the variation of CS in
the original DSM with the exception that very large
negative and positive deviations from the mean are
suppressed.

4.2 Dynamic model parameter PDFs

A much more complete view of the behavior of dynamic
model parameters is obtained by looking at the PDF of
CS. These plots are shown in Figure 4 for the original
DSM, stabilized DSM, and LDM at x+ = 333, y + = 333 in
streamwise and spanwise directions and z + = 2.6 and
z+ = 87.6, respectively, in vertical direction. The PDFs
were calculated by using 2 million samples. This is suffi-
cient for the calculations of PDFs that are basically unaf-
fected by the number of samples applied [37]. The filter
size used for the PDF calculations of the LDM near and
away from the wall are 10−4 and 0.0009, which differ
from the corresponding values 0.004 and 0.0009 used
for the PDF calculation for the original DSM and stabi-
lized DSM.

A basic observation is that all PDFs differ signifi-
cantly from the corresponding CS PDF found in channel
flow, which has approximately a uniform PDF shape [16].
Away from the wall at z+ = 87.6, all the PDFs show that
the appearance of positive CS values is more likely. The
asymmetry of CS PDFs can be attributed to the rotating
flow considered. As expected, the stabilized DSM PDF has
a smaller range of CS values than the original DSM. A
further reduction of the range of CS values is given by
using the LDM.

Significant differences between the models consid-
ered can be seen close to the wall at z+ = 2.6. The original
DSM PDF shows the reason for the computational
instability generated by this model: there is a high prob-
ability of large negative CS values. This problem can be
significantly reduced by using the stabilized DSM model
that reduces the range of possible negative CS values.
However, the stabilized DSM model shows (in contrast
to the behavior of all PDFs far away from the wall) that
negative CS values are more likely than positive CS values.
The LDM PDF features are very different. First, this model
reduces the range of CS variations by a factor of about 50.
Second, in line with the behavior of all PDFs far away
from the wall, the probability of positive CS values is
higher than the probability of negative CS values.

In summary, the use of the stabilized DSM has to
be preferred compared to the original DSM because
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it significantly reduces the source of computational
instabilities. However, the LDM is much more effective
than the stabilized DSM with respect to the reduction
of the range of negative CS values. In addition, the
LDM probability for finding positive CS values is higher
than the probability for finding negative CS values.
This is a desired physical feature. According to τdij =
− 2CSΔ2 ~S

�� ��~Sij, this means that τdij is more frequently cor-
related to − ~Sij, which corresponds to the local equili-
brium model [16].

4.3 Dynamic model parameter correlations

The temporal autocorrelation function (ACF) of CS may be
relevant to the explanation of computational instabilities.
Possibly, this instability can be traced to the fact that CS
has a large auto-correlation time [11]. Therefore, if CS
becomes negative in some regions, it may remain nega-
tive for excessively long periods of time during which the
exponential growth of the local velocity fields, associated
with a negative eddy viscosity, causes a divergence of the

Figure 3: Case A1 model coefficient CS(t). First row: original DSM, second row: stabilized DSM, third row: LDM. Left and right pictures show
CS(t) at (x

+ , y+ , z+ )= (333, 333, 2.6) and (x+ , y + , z+ )= (333, 333, 87.6), respectively.
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total energy. To get a better insight into this question we
consider the ACF implied by the original DSM, stabilized
DSM, and LDM. Here, for any variable xi where i= 1, N,
the ACF rk for observations separated by k time steps is
defined by (�x refers to the mean value)

rk =
PN − k

i= 1 xi − �xð Þ xi+ k − �xð ÞPN
i= 1 xi − �xð Þ2 . (13)

The CS ACF is shown in Figure 5 for the original DSM,
stabilized DSM, and LDM for time lags from 1 to 250. More
than 40,000 samples were used for the ACF calculations.

Far away from the wall at z + = 87.6, the original DSM
ACF indeed shows a correlation of negative CS values
over more than 100 time lags. In conjunction with the
fact that this negative correlation is much smaller for the
stabilized DSM, this fact supports the view of Ghosal et al
[11] described above. However, even the stabilized DSM
shows a small region of negative correlation over about
35 time lags. The continuous correlation decay of the
original DSM from positive to negative values indicates
a stable mechanism of generating negative CS values:
such ACF structures are known from turbulent boundary
layers close to the wall, they reflect alternating areas of

Figure 4: Case A1 PDF of CS(t). First row: original DSM, second row: stabilized DSM, third row: LDM. Left and right pictures show the PDF at
(x+ , y + , z+ )= (333, 333, 2.6) and (x+ , y+ , z+ )= (333, 333, 87.6), respectively.
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positive and negative velocity fluctuations (streaks) [38].
The corresponding LDM features are very different. First,
there is no negative correlation. Second, a very interest-
ing fact is that the positive LDM CS values are much
longer correlated than the original DSM and stabilized
DSM values. This supports the view that the proportion-
ality assumption expressed by the LDM relation
Ldij = −CSMij is a better model assumption than the
assumptions used in the original and stabilized DSM: a
longer characteristic correlation time means that Ldij and
Mij are longer correlated.

Close to the wall at z+ = 2.6, we observe the following
regarding the three ACFs. All three correlation values are
much higher compared to the ACFs at z+ = 87.6. This fact

is supported by Figure 3 which also shows the correlation
of CS values. The reason for the higher ACFs is that the CS
values at z+ = 2.6 are much smaller than the CS values at
z+ = 87.6. There is a much smaller decorrelation effect
caused by the structure of near-wall motions: this differ-
ence is implied by the existence of long, elongated
streaks (which do not much promote a decorrelation of
velocities) combined with a smaller amount of decorrelat-
ing small-scale motions than seen well away from the
wall.

To summarize, both the original DSM and stabilized
DSM suffer from the problem of a relatively long period of
negative correlations that generate computational
instabilities, although this period is much smaller for

Figure 5: Case A1 ACF. First row: original DSM, second row: stabilized DSM, third row: LDM. Left and right pictures show the ACF at
(x+ , y + , z+ )= (333, 333, 2.6) and (x+ , y+ , z+ )= (333, 333, 87. 6), respectively.
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the stabilized DSM model. On the other hand, the LDM is
not affected at all by this problem.

5 Ekman layer simulations: model
performance evaluation

Next, the performance of the stabilized DSM and LDM
with respect to turbulence simulations will be evaluated.
The original DSM is not applicable in such simulations
because it produces computational instabilities. The per-
formance evaluation will be done with respect to mean
fields in Section 5.1, instantaneous velocity fields in
Section 5.2, and grid effects on mean fields, stresses,
and instantaneous velocity fields in Section 5.3.

5.1 Mean fields and Reynolds stresses

The mean velocity profile Q+ = U +ð Þ2 + V +ð Þ2
h i1=2

for the
models considered is shown as a function of the wall-
normal distance z+ in Figure 6. The mean velocity pro-
files of the LDM and stabilized DSM agree very well with
the DNS data. The SM mean velocity profile follows the
DNS data in the near wall region but not in the log-law
region: its slope is slightly too small. For z+ > 50 the SM
slightly overestimated the mean velocity. The individual
components of the mean horizontal velocity are shown in
the hodograph. The agreement of the LDM with DNS is
excellent, the stabilized DSM over-estimates the cross-
stream velocity, and the SM also shows deviations from
the DNS data.

Turbulence intensity profiles are shown in Figure 7:
urms= Uj j, vrms= Uj j, and wrms= Uj j refer to the normalized
diagonal elements of the total stress tensor given by the

sum of resolved and modeled stresses. The LDM and
stabilized DSM profiles of spanwise and streamwise tur-
bulence intensities agree very well with the DNS. On the

Figure 6: Case A1 mean-velocity profile
(a) and hodograph (b): DNS (open cir-
cles), LDM (solid line), stabilized DSM
(dot-dashed line), SM (dashed line).

Figure 7: Case A1 turbulence intensities urms= Uj j, vrms= Uj j, wrms= Uj j
in (a), (b), and (c), respectively: DNS (open circles), LDM (solid line),
DSM (dot-dashed line), SM (dashed line).
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other hand, the SM profile shows a significant mismatch
with the DNS data away from the wall. The wall normal
components obtained by the stabilized DSM and LDM,
which are shown in Figure 7(c), show a relatively good
agreement with the DNS data. The peak value and its
position are not fully captured. Again, the SM profile
shows deviations from the DNS data that are much
more pronounced than the deviations of the stabilized
DSM and LDM. In particular, the peak position of
wrms= Uj j is incorrectly predicted. Nevertheless, it has to
be noted that the wrms= Uj j values are very small com-
pared to urms= Uj j and vrms= Uj j values: the peak value of
wrms= Uj j is about 14% of the peak value of urms= Uj j. If
wrms= Uj j values are plotted in a scale equal to the range
of urms= Uj j variations, there would be hardly any obser-
vable difference between DNS data, LDM and stabilized
DSM predictions.

The latter view is confirmed in terms of Figure 8,
which shows LDM, stabilized DSM, and SM vertical pro-
files of the turbulent kinetic energy. Regardless the little
discrepancies seen in Figure 7(c), the LDM and stabilized
DSM profiles show an excellent agreement with the DNS
data. The SM profile shows discrepancies with the DNS
data that are caused by the deviations seen in Figure 7(a)
and 7(b). Figure 8 also addresses the question about the
ratio of resolved to modeled stresses. With respect to the
LDM and stabilized DSM, the modeled stress contribu-
tions are approximately zero. Otherwise, regarding the
SM, it may be seen that there is a small modeled stress
contribution close to the wall.

The question about the relevance of modeled stress
contributions is also addressed in terms of Figure 9. Here,
− u′w′=u2* and − v′w′=u2* refer to the resolved components
of nondiagonal stress components, whereas −Bxz=u2* and
−Byz=u2* refer to the corresponding total components. The
LDM and stabilized DSM profiles show a behavior corre-
sponding to the features seen in Figure 8. There is a
relatively good agreement with DNS data (the LDM pre-
dicts − u′w′=u2* slightly better than the stabilized DSM),
and the modeled stress contributions have a negligible
influence. The SM features are very different. With
respect to the resolved stress contributions there is a
comparable agreement with DNS data as given for the
LDM and stabilized DSM. Nevertheless, the inclusion of
modeled stress contributions leads to an incorrect predic-
tion of total stresses given by the SM. In particular, the
near wall behavior is incorrectly simulated as a conse-
quence of the damping function applied. It is interesting
to see that this conclusion applies to both stress compo-
nents considered (according to the concept of designing
damping functions one might have expected that the
shear stress −Bxz=u2* does not significantly suffer from
such shortcomings). The SM damping function consid-
ered is similar to detached eddy simulation (DES) meth-
ods [27], which are known to have a performance that is
usually affected by the grid. If the SM shortcoming would
be mainly caused by the grid, then it would be plausible
to see a corresponding effect of grid variations. But
Figure 17 shown below does not reveal such an effect:
the SM shortcomings are almost the same on several
grids considered. Therefore, it is likely that the poor SM
performance is caused by the fact that standard concepts
of designing damping functions are not applicable to
flows that are significantly affected by rotation [39],
dynamic LES are needed to overcome this problem.

5.2 Instantaneous velocity fields

After considering the performance of the models consid-
ered with respect to mean flow properties, i.e., mean
velocities and Reynolds stresses, we will study now such
differences for instantaneous velocities. The latter leads to
valuable conclusions for channel flow simulations [16],
and the same can be expected here. Contours of the
instantaneous velocity fluctuations u′, v′ and w′ in hori-
zontal planes z+ = (2.6, 87.6) are shown in Figures 10–11
at tf= 2.3. The contour interval is Δ=0.15 for all cases
except w′ at z+ = 2.6, where Δ=0.02.

The near wall instantaneous velocity structures at
z+ = 2.6 are shown in Figure 10. With respect to u′

Figure 8: Case A1 turbulent kinetic energy: DNS (open circles), LDM
(solid line), stabilized DSM (dot-dashed line), SM (dashed line). The
total turbulent kinetic energy is shown in black, the modeled tur-
bulent kinetic energy is shown in blue.
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fluctuations, we see in DNS the typical long elongated
structures close to a wall [16]. These streaks are very long,
they continue throughout the whole domain. In contrast
to channel flow we see a tilting of these structures, which
is implied by the Coriolis force. The LDM is capable of
producing approximately the same streaky structures
seen in DNS. The stabilized DSM features are relatively
similar with the exception that the fine scale structure is
not so well resolved as given by the LDM (we observe
larger areas of positive and negative velocity fluctua-
tions). The SM features are very different. First of all,
the SM in not capable of producing structures that reveal
the same tilting as seen in DNS. Instead, the structures
indicate a tilting in the opposite direction. In addition,
areas of positive and negative fluctuations are merged to
larger regions than seen in DNS. The corresponding v′
fluctuations show significant similarities to the behavior
of u′ fluctuations. In particular, the DNS, LDM, and sta-
bilized DSM features do hardly show differences to the
corresponding u′ structures. With respect to the SM

model we see again a tilting in the opposite direction to
the DNS tilting. The areas of positive and negative velo-
city fluctuations are even much larger than with respect
to the u′ fluctuations. The corresponding w′ fluctuations
show a different behavior than the u′ and v′ fluctuations.
In DNS, we see more small scale structures. This is
caused by the fact that w′ fluctuations are much smaller
than u′ and v′ fluctuations: see Figure 7(c). A tilting of
these structures also can be seen. Both, the LDM and
stabilized DSM are able to predict these velocity struc-
tures very well. The use of the SM produces the same
problems as seen with respect to u′ and v′ fluctuations.

The instantaneous velocity structures far away from
the wall at z+ = 87.6 are shown in Figure 11. Again, u′ and
v′ fluctuations show relatively similar structures such that
their features will be discussed together. The DNS fea-
tures differ from those seen at z + = 2.6 by two facts. First,
the tilting is stronger and in the opposite direction.
Second, we observe larger structures. The latter observa-
tion is a typical feature for turbulence away from the wall

Figure 9: Case Al nondiagonal stress components. The resolved component − u′w′=u2* and the corresponding total stress−Bxz=u2* are shown
in (a) and (b), respectively. The resolved component − v′w′=u2* and the corresponding total stress −Byz=u2* are shown in (c) and (d),
respectively. DNS (open circles), LDM (solid line), stabilized DSM (dot-dashed line), and SM (dashed line) results.
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Figure 10: Case A1 velocity fluctuations at z+ = 2.6: negative regions are colored. From left to right: DNS, LDM, stabilized DSM, SM. First row:
u′=u*, second row: v′=u*, third line: w′=u*.

Figure 11: Case A1 velocity fluctuations at z+ =87.6: negative regions are colored. From left to right: DNS, LDM, stabilized DSM, SM. First
row: u′=u*, second row: v′=u*, third line: w′=u*.
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(the turbulent eddies increase with a growing wall dis-
tance), which is also seen in channel flow simulations
[16]. Again, the LDM produces the same features as seen
in DNS. With respect to the stabilized DSM, there are
clear differences to DNS. First, there is no evidence for a
tilting of instantaneous structures. Second, the areas of
positive and negative velocity fluctuations are much lar-
ger, this means the fine scale structure of turbulence is
incorrectly represented. The SM suffers from exactly the
same shortcomings as the stabilized DSM. With respect to
w′ fluctuations there is not a big difference to the features
seen at z + = 2.6 with the exception of the fact that the
tilting is stronger and in the opposite direction. The LDM
and stabilized DSM are able to produce almost the same
structures as seen in DNS. The tilting provided by the SM
is again incorrect.

To summarize, we find that the LDM produces turbu-
lence structures close and away from the wall as seen in
DNS. In contrast to that, the SM produces incorrect tur-
bulence structures with the opposite tilting, which are
way too large. The behavior of the stabilized DSM
depends on the wall distance. Close to the wall it pro-
duces acceptable turbulence structures that agree, basi-
cally, with DNS. Away from the wall the stabilized DSM
suffers from exactly the same shortcomings as the SM.

5.3 Grid effects

The analysis of the grid dependence of the performance
of the models considered is definitely relevant. In

particular, there is the question of how the models
respond to a systematic coarsening of grids. Three grids,
the A1, A2, and A3 grids specified in Table 2, will be used
to address this question. These grids refer to a coarsening
only in homogeneous directions to maintain a similar
grid topology.

Instantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuations u′ are
shown for the three grids considered at tf= 2.3 close
(z+ = 2.6) and away from the wall (z+ = 87.6) for the
LDM, stabilized DSM, and SM in Figures 12–14, respec-
tively. With respect to both z+ = 2.6 and z+ = 87.6, the use
of the LDM shows that instantaneous structures merge
and become larger with an increasing grid coarsening.
This is exactly the expected trend: the grid coarsening
results in large RANS-type structures involving less and
less fine scale structures. Basically, the stabilized DSM
shows the opposite trend, also for both z+ = 2.6 and
z+ = 87.6. The grid coarsening does not reduce the
appearance of fine scale structures. For example, the
comparison of results on the A1 and A2 grids shows
that there are more structures on the A2 grid than on
the A1 grid. The reason for this unphysical behavior is
the DSM approach to stabilize the original DSM via a
local averaging over cell faces. The concept to provide
CS as superposition of spatially separated contributions
(different face contributions) corresponds to the inclusion
of spatial correlations of fluctuations (the same instanta-
neous values are used to obtain CS at several spatially
separated points). On coarse grids, such correlations can
promote the development of correlated LES-type motions.
On the other hand, this influence can be expected to be of

Figure 12: LDM u′=u* velocity fluctua-
tions. From left to right: A1, A2, and A3
grid results, respectively. First row: u′=u*
at z+ = 2.6, second row: u′=u* at
z+ =87.6.
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minor relevance on sufficiently fine grids that enable the
resolution of large-scale motions. The term face-average-
induced-correlations will be used below to refer to corre-
lations caused by the stabilized DSM averaging concept.
With respect to the SM behavior it seems to be difficult to
derive a clear conclusion. The comparison of results on
the A1 and A3 grids supports the view that the SM beha-
vior is similar to the LDM behavior, this means the SM
behaves as expected.

Figure 15 demonstrates the effect of grid coarsening
on LDM mean field predictions. The mean velocity is
hardly affected by the grid coarsening considered, but
stress components are affected. Overall, the grid effect
corresponds to expectations: a gradual grid coarsening
leads to a gradual reduction of turbulent stresses. It is of
interest to see that the relatively coarse A2 grid does not
affect the turbulence intensities urms= Uj j and vrms= Uj j.
The A2 grid effect on wrms= Uj j is small regarding the

Figure 13: Like Figure 12 but for the stabilized DSM.

Figure 14: Like Figure 12 but for the SM.
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fact that wrms= Uj j is very small compared to urms= Uj j and
vrms= Uj j (the plot of wrms= Uj j in the scale of urms= Uj j
variations would hardly show any difference). The very
coarse A3 grid is obviously too coarse to enable very
accurate turbulence intensity predictions. As it can be
expected, the grid effect on −Bxz=u2* and −Byz=u2* is

slightly stronger, but the A2 grid results are at least
comparable with the A1 grid results.

Figure 16 shows corresponding grid effects on stabi-
lized DSM predictions. As found for the LDM, the mean
velocity profile is basically unaffected by the grid coar-
sening applied. The grid effect on the turbulence

Figure 15: LDM: (a) Q+ , (b) urms= Uj j, (c) vrms= Uj j, (d) wrms= Uj j, (e) −Bxz=u2* , (f) −Byz=u2* . DNS (open circles); A1 grid (solid line), A2 grid
(dashed line), and A3 grid (dotted line) results.
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intensities urms= Uj j and vrms= Uj j is less pronounced than
given for LDM predictions. In particular, the A3 grid still
provides predictions that are rather similar to the predic-
tions on the finer A2 and A1 grids. This fact reflects an
unphysical behavior, a significant grid coarsening needs
to result in a noticeable reduction of resolved stress. With
respect to this question, it is worth noting that the total

stresses shown in Figure 16 are almost identical to the
resolved stresses, see Figure 8. An explanation for this
stabilized DSM model behavior can be obtained by taking
reference to the corresponding plots of instantaneous
velocities. The effect of face-average-induced-correlations
described above, which are implied by the DSM stabiliza-
tion concept, accidentally improves model predictions

Figure 16: DSM: (a) Q+ , (b) urms= Uj j, (c) vrms= Uj j, (d) wrms= Uj j, (e) −Bxz=u2* , (f) −Byz=u2* . DNS (open circles); A1 grid (solid line), A2 grid
(dashed line), and A3 grid (dotted line) results.
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because of the promotion of LES-type motions. However,
it is relevant to note that this is a random effect. For
another flow or at another Reynolds number, this effect
may cause significant negative effects on turbulence
predictions.

Figure 17 shows corresponding grid effects on SM
predictions. These figures reveal significant shortcomings

of SM predictions. The inaccurate prediction of the mean
velocity using the A1 grid becomes more pronounced on
coarse grids. Also the prediction of turbulence intensities
suffers from significant problems, see, for example, the
wrms= Uj j predictions on all three grids. The total stress
components −Bxz=u2* and −Byz=u2* suffer from the pro-
blems discussed with respect to Figure 9. Due to these

Figure 17: SM: (a) Q+ , (b) urms= Uj j, (c) vrms= Uj j, (d) wrms= Uj j, (e) −Bxz=u2* , (f) −Byz=u2* . DNS (open circles); A1 grid (solid line), A2 grid (dashed
line), and A3 grid (dotted line) results.
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reasons, the SM cannot be seen as an appropriate model
for rotating flows.

6 Conclusions

The performance of three LES models was studied here
with respect to simulations of the turbulent neutrally
stratified Ekman layer. In particular, we considered the
SM (a standard LES model without dynamic model para-
meter calculation), the stabilized DSM (a standard
dynamic LES model), and the LDM (a realizable dynamic
LES model). The specific focus was on the question of
whether the new LDM, which was recently suggested on
the basis of stochastic turbulence theory [15, 16], would
offer advantages in comparison to the well known SM
and stabilized DSM. In continuation to a prior channel
flow analysis of basic model features [16], the current
paper presents the first application of the LDM to a
relatively complex flow affected by rotation. The results
obtained can be summarized in the following way.

The analysis of SM model features reveals that the
SM does not represent an appropriate model for the flow
considered. The mean velocity and turbulence intensities
are poorly predicted. The near wall behavior of total
stresses Bxz and Byz is incorrectly described as a conse-
quence of the damping function applied. It is of interest
that this fact applies to both Bxz and Byz, which means the
usual concept of designing damping functions to correct
the shear stress is not applicable to such a flow that is
significantly affected by rotation. With respect to instan-
taneous velocities, it turns out that the SM in not capable
of producing structures that reveal the same tilting as
seen in DNS: the tilting provided by the SM is in the
opposite direction. The fine scale structure of turbulence
is poorly represented because areas of positive and nega-
tive fluctuations are merged to much larger regions than
seen in DNS.

The analysis of the stabilized DSM model also reveals
significant shortcomings. The method used to stabilize
the original DSM is effective in the sense that it reduces
the generation of computational instabilities, such that
the stabilized DSM can be applied in simulations.
However, this advantage causes some unphysical fea-
tures of the stabilized DSM. In contrast to the behavior
of all PDFs far away from the wall and corresponding
LDM features, the stabilized DSM model implies that
negative CS values are more likely than positive CS values.
This is not a desired physical feature because it disagrees
with the local equilibrium model. The stabilized DSM also
suffers from the problem of a relatively long period of

negative correlations that generates computational
instabilities. This fact indicates that the stabilized DSM
incorporates a stable mechanism for generating negative
dynamic model parameter values which generate compu-
tational instabilities. With respect to turbulence simula-
tions it turns out that the stabilized DSM predicts mean
fields comparably well as the LDM. However, the analysis
of instantaneous velocity fields reveals two significant
disadvantages. A first shortcoming of the stabilized DSM
is that its behavior depends on the wall distance. Close to
the wall, the stabilized DSM produces acceptable turbu-
lence structures that agree, basically, with DNS.
However, away from the wall the stabilized DSM suffers
from exactly the same shortcomings as the SM (see the
discussion in Section 5.2). A second shortcoming
becomes obvious by looking at the effect of grid coarsen-
ing on instantaneous velocities. As shown in Section 5.3,
the way of stabilizing the DSM corresponds to the intro-
duction of face-average-induced-correlations. They may
have positive effects by the promotion of LES-type
motions. However, it is a random effect. For another
flow or at another Reynolds number, the inclusion of
such unphysical correlations may cause significant nega-
tive effects on turbulence predictions.

The analysis of LDM model features shows that the
LDM is free from the disadvantages reported above
regarding the use of the SM and stabilized DSM. The
LDM is much more effective than the stabilized DSM
with respect to the reduction of the range of negative CS
values. In contrast to both the original DSM and stabi-
lized DSM, the LDM does not suffer from the problem of a
relatively long period of negative correlations that may
generate computational instabilities. The LDM produces a
mean velocity and stresses that agree well with DNS data.
It produces instantaneous velocity fields that show the
same fine scale turbulence structures close and away
from the wall as seen in DNS. The effect of grid variations
correctly shows that a gradual grid coarsening leads to a
gradual reduction of turbulent stresses.

Overall, the demonstrated shortcomings of the non-
dynamic SM are not very surprising, but the following
fact is surprising: the use of a dynamic LES method
represents a mean for correctly simulating large-scale
structures (means and stresses), but it does not ensure a
correct simultaneous simulation of small scale structures.
Our results indicate that the latter is only the case if the
dynamic method is designed in consistency with a realiz-
able stress model (as given for the LDM). This conclusion
has relevant implications. It means that a dynamic LES
method does not have predictive power in general (such
that it can be used without evidence as an alternative to
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DNS to simulate moderate Reynolds number flows). On
the other hand, the results reported here support the view
that the LDM has such predictive power because large
and small scale structures can be correctly represented
simultaneously.
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